Toshiba recommends Windows 10 Pro.

Manual Order Picking
Sorting of Goods
Inventory and Deficiencies
Microsoft® Windows™ Edition
Runs on Toshiba dynaEdge

a solution by

xPick is an innovative ”pick-by-vision“ order picking solution.
It supports manual order picking, incoming, outgoing and
sorting of goods as well as inventory management.
xPick allows for hands-free order picking with high speed
while at the same time being able to reduce the number
of picking errors. With optional modules, e.g. for weight
checks, barcode scans, localization, or voice confirmations,
error rates can be further reduced.
User acceptance is very high due to intuitive graphical
user interface design. Working closely with our partner
Toshiba, we have designed the latest edition of xPick to
run on the Toshiba dynaEdge DE-100 mobile Edge device
with dynaEdge AR100 Viewer. This brings you a complete
Windows 10 Pro based Smart Glass solution - with all the
manageability and security benefits that provides. xPick
offers enormous customization flexibility and does not rely
on any electronics in the environment except Wi-Fi.

Benefits

high business impact.

Higher customer satisfaction with short return on investment
Enterprise Ready

Fits into your Windows infrastructure
secure manageable

Higher Speed

Fewer Errors

hands-free head up
quick ramp-up

graphical UI step-by-step
sensor controlled

Features

Greater Flexibility

fully mobile user adaptable
hardware vendor freedom

intuitive UI.

Smart approach to business with fast scalability
Connect to confirmation devices

Create new workflows

Secure & personalized login

Customize existing workflows

Intuitive User Interface

Frontend
Device

Frontline
Creator

Define type of interactions

Integrate into any existing WMS

Create & analyze picking reports

Scale to multiple warehouses

Assign tasks on the fly

Offline capability

Existing WMS
Systems

Frontline Command
Center

Contact

Manage workforce

get in touch.

Toshiba Europe GmbH
Hammfelddamm 8
41460 Neuss
Germany
B2B_Contact@toshiba-teg.com

Find out more about the dynaEdge at www.toshiba.eu/dynaEdge
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